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Classification of objects can be expressed linguistically in basically two ways, either by ascribing a
(nominal or verbal) predicate to the object, or by comparing the object to some other entity that is
already known to the addressee. When ascribing a predicate to an object, the object is classified by
the help of the predicate. In (1a), for example, we are told that Anna's height is 1,80m. When
comparing the object to a second one, it is classified by similarity in the relevant respect. Thus, in
(1b) we only learn that Anna and Marie are similar with respect to height and we have to infer
Anna's height from what we know about Marie. Likewise, in (2a) the property of the student in
question is explicitly mentioned while (2b) it has to be inferred from what we know about Marie.
Finally, in (3a) we are told that Anna went to Vienna via Prague, while in (3b) we only learn that
there is some respect with respect to which Anna's trip to Vienna was similar to Marie's trip.
(1) a.
b.

Anna ist 1,80m groß.
Anna ist so groß wie Marie.

(2) a.

Anna ist eine Studentin mit beachtlichen Mathekenntnissen.

b.
(3) a.
b.

Anna ist eine Studentin wie Marie.
Anna ist über Prag nach Wien gefahren.
Anna ist so nach Wien gefahren wie Marie.

'Anna is 1,80m'
'Anna is as tall as Marie'

'Anna is a student with notable Math skills.'
'Anna is a student like Marie.'
'Anna went to Vienna via Prague.'
'Anna took the same route to Vienna as Marie.'

While comparative constructions involving gradable adjectives have been discussed in detail (e.g.,
Bierwisch 1986, Kennedy 1999), there are few approaches going beyond the adjectival domain.
Moreover, although similarity-based classification is regarded as a basic cognitive ability of human
agents and has been studied at length in Cognitive Psychology as well as Artificial Intelligence (cf.
Tversky 1977, Hahn & Chater 1998, Gärdenfors 2000, Aamodt & Plaza 1994), the question of how
similarity is exploited in natural language is rarely discussed in linguistics.
This paper aims at a unified semantic analysis of comparative constructions including gradable as
well as non-gradable cases. We will focus on the semantics of German wie-phrases and provide a
transparent interpretation starting from the hypothesis that the basic function of wie consists in
turning an individual-denoting expression (like a proper name) into a property. The formal
framework will be adopted from AI approaches to similarity and classification (Saquer & Deogun
2001), which facilitate the core problem of how to spell out the role of the respect (or dimension) of
similarity.
The general idea of this paper consists in providing evidence that natural languages posses a
mechanism to construct ad hoc categories exploiting the utterance situation – e.g. wie phrases in
German – which can be used in parallel to regular linguistic predicates. This supports the wellknown claim that rule-based and similarity-based mechanisms co-exist in human cognition.
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